WE RECOMMEND THIS STRATEGY
Make sure you will make more packages for every keyword you want to rank
and one package to each of your important website’s pages or categories,
never build backlinks only to the homepage or only to a couple of pages from
your site, that will look “not naturally” in “Google eyes”.
It is very important that the targeted keywords exist in the text on the page.
Be very careful, before starting you must read and be sure that you have
followed the steps in the below guide otherwise, the results will be very weak
or even non-existent.








Buy 1 Powerful Backlinks package to each important website’s page or
category (very important)
Buy 5 Powerful Backlinks packages or 1 Full Powerful Backlinks
package for every keyword you want to rank. If your site is in a big niche
and the competition is high, you need to buy more than 5 packages.
For faster results, we can create daily links (you can repeat the above
steps)!
Do this every month until you get your result.
After 3-6 months if you do not receive results you can do outside this
plan, buy backlinks for the old Tier 1.
We can check your site and create a custom plan for you (contact
us here)

Promoting a site with backlinks is a long process, respectively 3-6 months or even more if the
theme of the site is in a niche with high competition.
After the backlink promotion process has started, the site starts to move in the Google
position, it fluctuates on several positions but slowly it starts to go up in the Google position,
advancing more and more towards the page & position 1 in Google.
So, it is not enough to buy just a few backlinks and your site will go up on its own.
The strategy is to buy monthly backlinks according to an established plan and the site will go
up in Google searches, after which you have reached the position you want in Google, you have
to keep going to bring backlinks but with a smaller quantity.
In conclusion, at the beginning you have to buy as many backlinks as possible, until you reach
the desired result.

SEO TIPS & TRICKS
SEO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FASTER RANKINGS
1. It is very important to make sure every URL from your site you ranking
has a good on-page SEO score on “verifyseo.com”
2. Make sure you check your site for duplicate content using the
“copyscape.com” site.
3. If the niche is high, it is important to find 1-2 pages from your site that
are targeting the same keyword, and run Backlinks Campaign to all
those pages, so the power from those pages will be sent to the home
page, this will increase the ranking speed a lot.
4. If the niche is very high there is one more secret used by SEO experts,
you can take old “Tier1” URLs made by previous campaigns and power
them up with campaigns, this process is named “powering up tier 1” and
it provides extra power to previous links made by previous campaigns.

GOOGLE ALGORITHM and SECRETS – HOW TO RANK ON GOOGLE,
A SEO TUTORIAL WITH ALL GOOGLE SECRETS THAT WE DISCOVERED
1. First rule before starting to make seo to your site it is : “MAKE SURE
YOUR SITE HAVE NO DUPLICATE CONTENT”, the duplicate content is
the content that is copied from other sites, google have an algorithm
named “Panda” and this algorithm is designed to detect all sites that use
copied content and will apply a penalization that in most of cases will
affect 70-99% of website rankings, o this is one of the most important
reasons why an website will not rank well, more duplicate content into
the site means a bigger penalization, a bigger penalization means the
change to rank for your keywords on google is very limited.
So Guys, make sure you check your site for duplicate content using the
“copyscape.com” site.
2. Make sure you will make seo Backlinks Campaign to each of your
websites pages, never build backlinks only to homepage or only to a
couple of pages from your site, that will look “not naturally” in “google
eyes”, It is important to run campaigns for every important page from
the site (make sure the targeted keywords exist on the pages)
3. Let’s say you start to make a seo Backlinks Campaign for the keywords
“dog food”, double check that your page is containing the keyword “dog

food” in the title of the page and to h1, here is an example of an good
title “Dog Food for your lovely dog” (the keyword should exist in the
title sentence), and of course double check that the keyword “dog food”
will exist to the content page 1-2 times, and make sure it will not exist
too many times per page like 6 – 10+ times, that will be considered “not
naturally” and some penalization will appear if the keyword is used too
much into the page content, (each page content to be minimum 200
words and recommended 700-900 words if possible or more),
more content per page will always help in ranking.
4. Make sure you will build Backlinks Campaign for your site only from
high DA sites with 30+, most of sites that were using many low quality
links are not ranking on google anymore, so there are no reasons to
make low quality links anymore. (DO NOT WORRY We build links only
from sites with DA & PA 30+)

IN SUMMARY
1. never use duplicate content,
2. build backlinks to all your pages from the site,
3. don’t forget to use the keyword to the title and h1 of the page and 1-2 times
into the page content.

